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Challenger series of LED HighBays offer peak performance utilising optimum materials 

and power supply technologies to create a structured industrial lighting solution. Strong and an excellent 

conductor of heat which coupled with non dimmable driver and Samsung Chips provides premium 

performance at a realistic cost. 
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Light Characteristics

Light Source

Thermal

Aluminum Die-Cast

Optical Polycarbonate

100W

PF>0.95

THD|<15%

220-240Vac 

13000Lm 20000Lm 26000Lm

6500K, CRI>80, UGR<25 90, 120 or 60 Degree distribution

Operating range -40 to +65°C / Humidity 15-95% (non condensing)

MHC10UModels MHC15U MHC20U

150W

PF>0.95

THD|<15%

200W

PF>0.95

THD|<15%

Samsung 2835 chips

Dimensions (mm)
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Installation Procedure:

1. Ensure that the power has been turned o ffbefore attempting installation. This product should only be installed by a licenced 
    electrician. This product must be installed in compliance with the requirements of AS/NZS3000(current edition) and other
    relevant Standards and Regulations.
2. lsolate supply before installation.
3. Select mount location and ensure suitable AS/NZS approved surface socket is available for connection.
    Plug Luminaire into surface socket and restrain any unwanted cable.
4. If connecting the 1-10V dimming cable, ensure use of suitably rated connector to maintain desired IP rating.Connect 1-10V
    (+) to Brown Wire and 1-10V(-) to Blue wire.
NOTE: Do not connect 1-10V cable to mains power. If the external flesible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, it shall
     be exclusively replaced by the manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid a hazard
5. Loosen the screw of the luminaire’s hook and hang the luminaire via chain hook or other suitable weight bearing device. 
    Tighten the screw of the hook to lock in place. See diagram below.

Warranty

6. Turn on the circuit and test normal operation.

The complete                     warranty statement is displayed on our website (www.emlight.com.au/warranty). Under
circumstances detailed in our full warranty statement and those specified in consumer law,                     Warrants to
repair or replace all light fixtures or drivers failing due to faulty components or a manufacturing defect within 5 years
from date of purchase.

Important:

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a
replacement or refund for amajor failure and for compensation for any other reasonable foreseeable loss or damage.
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure
does not amount to a major failure. 
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